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• Scientific
• Testing
• And
• Necessary
• Disclosure
• Underpin
• Professionalism
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For today…
• I’ll offer my views on the three primary value propositions 

for money management (traditional active, traditional 
passive and factor-based)

• I’ll compare and contrast the options in ways that should 
assist you when explaining the options to your clients

• I’ll examine the benefits and limitations of each

• Some related ideas for your consideration
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Let’s Set the Stage…
“It is difficult to get a man to understand something when 
his income depends on his not understanding it”.                                

- Upton Sinclair

“The most difficult subjects can be explained to the most 
slow-witted man if he has not formed any idea of them 
already; but the simplest thing cannot be made clear to 
the most intelligent man if he is firmly persuaded that he 
knows already… what is laid before him.”                          

- Leo Tolstoy



For Example…
• Old client applications simply asked about overall risk 

tolerance.  New ones now ask about tolerance on an 
account by account basis (e.g. an RRSP and a TFSA 
might have different time horizons and / or risk 
tolerances).

• Products might be invested for long-term growth, but 
deemed to be speculative (e.g. Emerging Markets 
ETFs).

• Simple (previous) risk assessments have become    
more nuanced. 
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How Can We 
Improve Disclosure?

• Maybe we don’t have to, but we can speculate…  Rather 
than say “this is what I think will happen”, I will say “this 
is what I’d like to see”.

• To my mind, more needs to be done to more fully explain 
the value propositions associated with competing 
products.  Until now, most suitability and disclosure 
obligations have had to deal with asset classes and the 
appropriateness of those classes for clients.  It           
may become necessary to advise about the              
WAY we access those classes, too.    
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Matters of Consideration
• Do we need to improve proficiency in Canada?
• What will happen to ‘small investors’? (say < $100K)
• Is product cost a material consideration?  Will it be?
• Is the current advisor population low, high or about right?
• Do clients understand how and how much advisors are 

paid?  Will improved transparency reporting help?
• Does disclosure (but not embedded compensation 

elimination) protect investor interests and allow for 
informed consent regarding decisions?
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What does William F. Sharpe say?

“Properly measured, the average actively managed 
dollar must under perform the average passively 
managed dollar, net of costs.  Empirical analyses that 
appear to refute this principle are guilty of improper 
measurement.”
William F. Sharpe, The Arithmetic of Active Management, FAJ, Volume 47,  Number 1, January/ February 1991, 
pp.7-9.   Hard copies of the paper are available here today.
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The ABCs of Investing
• A is for “Alpha” – the amount of ‘out performance’ that is 

attributable to security selection, market timing, etc. 
(active)

• B is for “Beta” – the risk and return level of the market in 
general (passive)

• C is for “Costs” – all investment products have          
them and they clearly impact performance (all)



• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIlNIV
XpIns
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Pros and Cons

Option A: Pursuit of the positive outlier

Option B: Statistically stronger probability of a market-
beating return



What Does Behavioural Finance 
Teach us?

Behavioural Economists say people aim to “minimize 
regret”

Traditional Economists say people aim to “maximize utility”

Interestingly, Option B satisfies both paradigms, yet it is 
seldom what is recommended – why is that?
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The Paradox of Skill
• The recognition that as the average level of skill in a 

group increases, it becomes harder for “superstars” to 
occur.  As the skill level rises, the variability around the 
group declines.   For example, although baseball players 
have clearly gotten better over the years, no one has hit 
over .400 since Ted Williams did it about 75 years ago.  
This might also explain why it is harder to find “good” 
active managers these days. The whole field has gotten 
so much better that it’s actually more difficult to         
stand out from an (already excellent) pack.                        
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We can’t all be above average
• Only a small fraction (10% - 20%) of all actively-

managed funds have a long term (10+ years) track 
record that beats the benchmark.  Nearly half don’t even 
survive to a 10th anniversary

• Those that end up in the “out performing” group cannot 
be reliably identified in advance

• Think of Jeopardy!...



You need to have losers           
in order to have winners
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Tests About Overconfidence
• Are you an above-average driver?

• Are you an above-average advisor?

• In over 23 years in the business, I have yet to meet a 
single mutual fund manager who admits to being “below 
average” … yet, by definition, about half of them are 
(before costs).  After costs, the very large majority of 
them are “below average” (i.e. produce returns          
lower than their benchmark).
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Mark Carhart’s “On persistence in 
Mutual Fund Performance”…

Using a sample free of survivor bias, I demonstrate that common factors in 
stock returns and investment expenses almost completely explain 
persistence in equity mutual funds' mean and risk-adjusted returns. 
Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser's (1993) "hot hands" result is mostly 
driven by the one-year momentum effect of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993), 
but individual funds do not earn higher returns from following the 
momentum strategy in stocks. The only significant persistence not 
explained is concentrated in strong underperformance by the worst-return 
mutual funds. The results do not support the existence of skilled or informed 
mutual fund portfolio managers. 

Carhart, Mark M., On Persistence in Mutual Fund Performance. J. OF FINANCE, Vol. 52 No. 1,                     

March 1997. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=8036



The DEFs of Investing

• Debt (bonds, GICs)
• Equity (stocks)
• Factors (tilts that aim to improve risk-

adjusted returns)
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Everything is “Sexy” these Days
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If New Product Sales 
are any Guide…

• There has been a lot of hype (and net new sales to go 
along with it) around the use of Factor-based products.  
Some people use the marketing term “SMART” Beta:

• Silly
• Moniker
• About
• Rules-based
• Trading                                    
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What Do ‘Smart Beta’ and 
Factor Investing Mean to You?
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If You’re Confused, 
Imagine your Clients
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Factor-Based Investing 
is not Actually New

• Gene Fama and Ken French showed that factor tilts over 
a generation ago.  The factors are well-established for 
small cap stocks and value stocks and new info is 
coming forward regarding things like liquidity, quality, 
momentum and profitability, too.

• The tired “active vs. passive debate” has been thrown a 
curve… perhaps neither option is best.  We’re looking for 
results that are robust and repeatable that ignore 
geographic boundaries.  Park your dogma.
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There are Many Factors 
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The “New” Way Borrows from 
both Active and Passive
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The “New” Way has some 
Positive Attributes
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Putting All Three Options 
into Context
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So… Did we Learn 
Anything New?
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Perhaps You Knew Most of this, 
but Didn’t Change Behaviour
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Global Warming Protesters
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We Resist Change
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Scientific Testing

• Many studies on the subject have shown that cost and 
performance are negatively correlated and that the 
impact is often ‘material’.  Furthermore, there is no 
evidence that past performance persists – i.e. that it is a 
reliable predictor of future performance. 

• Do advisors disclose that today?  Will they in the future?  
• How professional is it to willfully not disclose material 

facts that will assist clients in making an informed 
decision?



Necessary Disclosure
• Does disclosure ‘level the playing field’ regarding 

knowledge asymmetries?

• Right now, advisors generally make disclosures about 
debt and equity, but not about Alpha-seeking, Beta-
replicating or Factor-based alternatives.  Should that 
change?

• What about the costs that are generally            
associated with those three alternatives?
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Price is What you Pay; 
Value is What you Get

Let’s take a quick poll about value.  Which 
car represents the best “value” for buyers?

• A: Honda Accord ($25,000)
• B: Tesla 3 ($35,000)
• C: BMW M3 Pure ($125,000)
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Let’s Try this Again… 
Using Basis Points

Which product represents the best value for 
buyers?  To convert, think of $1,000,000 
invested for 10 Years…

• A Traditional Passive (25 bps)
• B Factor-Based (35 bps)
• C Traditional Active (125 bps)
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A Sample From Elsewhere
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My Question to you…

Since the large majority of active managers lag their 
benchmark and since those who beat their benchmarks 
would likely have that outperformance attributed to luck 
rather than skill (i.e. the performance is not “persistent”), 
how professional is it to encourage clients to pursue a 
strategy that leads to a less favourable investing 
experience as it’s most likely outcome… without at least 
advising them of the risks and limitations associated with 
that strategy and of competing alternatives?



George Orwell in 1945

• “… the most grossly obvious facts can be 
ignored when they are unwelcome… The 
most intelligent people seem capable of 
holding schizophrenic beliefs, or 
disregarding plain facts, of evading serious 
questions with debating-society repartees, 
or swallowing baseless rumours and        
of looking on indifferently while          
history is falsified”
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Disclaim and Disclose
All major facts should be disclosed so clients can make 
an informed decision.

All personal opinions should be disclaimed so that clients 
are sure to recognize them as opinions.

What if it is less than obvious whether or not the matter 
being questioned is a fact or an opinion?  Take the 
debate between evolution and creation…. educators 
have chosen to teach both and advocate neither.
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Disclaimer
The views expressed are those of John J. De Goey and 
are not necessarily shared by Industrial Alliance 
Securities Inc. (IAS).  Debate regarding market 
efficiency, active vs. passive vs. factor-based 
management is ongoing.  To date, no side of these 
debates has been able to claim unchallenged victory.  
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After all that…
It would be disingenuous of me to talk about better 
disclosure – including disclosure of bias – without 
practicing what I preach. Therefore, my biases are that 
advisors ought to:

• Be mindful of (and disclose) product costs and risks
• Diversify within and throughout asset classes
• Minimize trading costs and tax impacts
• Make plans using reasonable assumptions
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The Aim for Investors and 
Advisors Alike:

• Learn more about Behavioural Finance: overconfidence, 
anchoring, loss aversion, compartmentalization, etc.

• Read books by Kahneman, Thaler, Statman, Shefrin, 
Zweig and Ariely.  For example, many investors are 
notoriously overconfident.  Meanwhile, many advisors 
suffer from confirmation bias, where they only look for 
(even anecdotal) evidence that confirms their basic   
value propositions – even if there is something         
more empirical that disproves it.                         
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How Clients Win
• Clients would believe that their advisor really 

understands them and is looking out for them.

• Clients will understand the process of portfolio 
management better.  Dogmatism would be severely 
diminished; informed consent would increase.

• Focus moves to evidence-based recommendations.
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Focus on what you can control
• Take responsibility for your clients’ portfolio costs, 

portfolio turnover and / or trading activity, asset 
allocation, tax integration and (to the extent that you can) 
client behaviour.  Explain competing paradigms.

• Do NOT take responsibility for picking stocks, picking 
active funds or timing markets.  I don’t believe I can do it.  
With respect, I don’t believe you can, either. 

• STANDUP!



Thank You!

• john.degoey@iagto.ca
• www.johndegoey.com
• @JohnDeGoey_iAS
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